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Herodotus One theory claims that myths are distorted accounts of historical events. Apollo represents the sun,
Poseidon represents water, and so on. Athena represents wise judgment, Aphrodite desire, and so on. He
believed myths began as allegorical descriptions of nature and gradually came to be interpreted literally. For
example, a poetic description of the sea as "raging" was eventually taken literally and the sea was then thought
of as a raging god. Mythopoeic thought Some thinkers claimed that myths result from the personification of
objects and forces. According to these thinkers, the ancients worshiped natural phenomena, such as fire and
air, gradually deifying them. Myth and ritual According to the myth-ritual theory, myth is tied to ritual.
Forgetting the original reason for a ritual, they account for it by inventing a myth and claiming the ritual
commemorates the events described in that myth. He interpreted myths as accounts of actual historical events
â€” distorted over many retellings. Sallustius [83] divided myths into five categories â€” theological, physical
or concerning natural laws , animistic or concerning soul , material, and mixed. Mixed concerns myths that
show the interaction between two or more of the previous categories and are particularly used in initiations.
Plato famously condemned poetic myth when discussing education in the Republic. His critique was primarily
on the grounds that the uneducated might take the stories of gods and heroes literally. Nevertheless, he
constantly referred to myths throughout his writings. As Platonism developed in the phases commonly called
Middle Platonism and neoplatonism , writers such as Plutarch , Porphyry , Proclus , Olympiodorus, and
Damascius wrote explicitly about the symbolic interpretation of traditional and Orphic myths. The resulting
work may expressly refer to a mythological background without itself becoming part of a body of myths
Cupid and Psyche. Medieval romance in particular plays with this process of turning myth into literature.
Euhemerism, as stated earlier, refers to the rationalization of myths, putting themes formerly imbued with
mythological qualities into pragmatic contexts. An example of this would be following a cultural or religious
paradigm shift notably the re-interpretation of pagan mythology following Christianization. European
Renaissance[ edit ] This panel by Bartolomeo di Giovanni relates the second half of the Metamorphoses. In
the upper left, Jupiter emerges from clouds to order Mercury to rescue Io. Nineteenth century[ edit ] The first
modern, Western scholarly theories of myth appeared during the second half of the nineteenth century [82] â€”
at the same time as the word myth was adopted as a scholarly term in European languages. These encounters
included both extremely old texts such as the Sanskrit Rigveda and the Sumerian Epic of Gilgamesh , and
current oral narratives such as mythologies of the indigenous peoples of the Americas or stories told in
traditional African religions. These ideas included the recognition that many Eurasian languagesâ€”and
therefore, conceivably, storiesâ€”were all descended from a lost common ancestor the Indo-European
language which could rationally be reconstructed through the comparison of its descendant languages. They
also included the idea that cultures might evolve in ways comparable to species. This theory posited that
"primitive man" was primarily concerned with the natural world. It tended to interpret myths that seemed
distasteful European Victoriansâ€”for example tales about sex, incest, or cannibalismâ€”as being metaphors
for natural phenomena like agricultural fertility. According to Tylor, human thought evolved through stages,
starting with mythological ideas and gradually progressing to scientific ideas. He speculated that myths arose
due to the lack of abstract nouns and neuter gender in ancient languages. Anthropomorphic figures of speech,
necessary in such languages, were eventually taken literally, leading to the idea that natural phenomena were
in actuality conscious beings or gods. When they realize applications of these laws do not work, they give up
their belief in natural law in favor of a belief in personal gods controlling nature, thus giving rise to religious
myths. Meanwhile, humans continue practicing formerly magical rituals through force of habit, reinterpreting
them as reenactments of mythical events. Finally humans come to realize nature follows natural laws, and they
discover their true nature through science. Here again, science makes myth obsolete as humans progress "from
magic through religion to science. In the mythos of Hesiodus and possibly Aeschylus the Greek trilogy
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Prometheus Bound , Prometheus Unbound and Prometheus Pyrphoros , Prometheus is bound and tortured for
giving fire to humanity The earlier twentieth century saw major work developing psychoanalytical approaches
to interpreting myth, led by Sigmund Freud , who, drawing inspiration from Classical myth, began developing
the concept of the Oedipus complex in his The Interpretation of Dreams. Jung likwise tried to understand the
psychology behind world myths. Jung asserted that all humans share certain innate unconscious psychological
forces, which he called archetypes. He believed similarities between the myths of different cultures reveals the
existence of these universal archetypes. He is associated with the idea that myths such as origin stories might
provide a "mythic charter"â€”a legitimisationâ€”for cultural norms and social institutions. In other words,
myth is a form of understanding and telling stories that is connected to power, political structures, and political
and economic interests. These approaches contrast with approaches such as those of Campbell and Eliade that
hold that myth has some type of essential connection to ultimate sacred meanings that transcend cultural
specifics. In particular, myth was studied in relation to history from diverse social sciences. Most of these
studies share the assumption that history and myth are not distinct in the sense that history is factual, real,
accurate, and truth, while myth is the opposite. This made Western scholars more willing to analyse narratives
in the Abrahamic religions as myths; theologians such as Rudolf Bultmann argued that a modern Christianity
needed to demythologize ; [] and other religious scholars embraced the idea that the mythical status of
Abrahamic narratives was a legitimate feature of their importance. In a religious context, however, myths are
storied vehicles of supreme truth, the most basic and important truths of all. By them people regulate and
interpret their lives and find worth and purpose in their existence. Myths put one in touch with sacred realities,
the fundamental sources of being, power, and truth. They are seen not only as being the opposite of error but
also as being clearly distinguishable from stories told for entertainment and from the workaday, domestic,
practical language of a people. They provide answers to the mysteries of being and becoming, mysteries
which, as mysteries, are hidden, yet mysteries which are revealed through story and ritual. Myths deal not only
with truth but with ultimate truth. From the late twentieth century, however, researchers influenced by
postmodernism tended instead to argue that each account of a given myth has its own cultural significance and
meaning, and argued that rather than representing degradation from a once more perfect form, myths are
inherently plastic and variable. One prominent example of this movement was A. Scholars in the field of
cultural studies research how myth has worked itself into modern discourses. Mythological discourse can
reach greater audiences than ever before via digital media. Various mythic elements appear in television ,
cinema and video games. Many contemporary films rely on ancient myths to construct narratives. Disney
Corporation is well-known among cultural study scholars for "reinventing" traditional childhood myths.
Mythological archetypes, such as the cautionary tale regarding the abuse of technology, battles between gods
and creation stories, are often the subject of major film productions. These films are often created under the
guise of cyberpunk action films , fantasy , dramas and apocalyptic tales. Authors use mythology as a basis for
their books, such as Rick Riordan , whose Percy Jackson and the Olympians series is situated in a modern-day
world where the Greek deities are manifest.
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Print Print What is often considered one of the most important events of the Vietnam War took place not on
the battlefield, but in a New York television studio. Today marks the fiftieth anniversary of the date on which
television news anchor Walter Cronkite gave a famed commentary on the ongoing war in Vietnam. To say that
we are closer to victory today is to believe in the face of the evidence, the optimists who have been wrong in
the past. To say that we are mired in stalemate seems the only realistic if unsatisfactory conclusion. So argued
David Halberstam in his book The Powers That Be , which solidified much of the myths around Cronkite and
his impact on the media. The Tet Offensive was one of the last times that American forces were to sustain
serious losses from a large coordinated offensive. Subsequent adversaries would learn that challenging US
battlefield supremacy was best done asymmetrically. The Americans and their South Vietnamese allies, along
with smaller numbers forces from South Korea, Australia, New Zealand, and even Thailand, quickly rolled
back North Vietnamese and Viet Cong successes and inflicted heavy casualties. The Tet attacks of January
30â€”31 were the most ambitious part of an offensive that stretched for months. Despite some dramatic and
well-planned actions like the storming of the US embassy in the first two days of fighting communist forces
were driven from all the urban centers they occupiedâ€”except the city of Hue, where intense fighting would
last weeks. He had visited Hue during his press tour, during which time there is little to suggest that he though
the North Vietnamese were winning. Upon his return, his views may have been influenced by the number of
news editorials that were critical of the war. In Getting it Wrong: Joseph Campbell relates that in the years
immediately following the end of the war Cronkite downplayed his role in changing public opinion. However,
as the legend of his influence and moral courage spread, Cronkite came to embrace this heroic vision of
himself. His views changed in his later years due to the impact of Halberstam and others. So why is any of this
important? War and politics have always been intermixed. But television made domestic political opinion a
greater factor in the Vietnam War than perhaps any before it. Social media has made the connection between
conflict and popular sentiment even closer, and even more complex. The conduct of wars themselves will no
doubt be further influenced by public perceptions of them in the future. But that makes understanding the
nature of that influence all the more important. In future wars, we must do better. Joseph Hammond is a
reporter and consultant who has reported extensively from Asia, the Middle East and Africa.
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Universal Path Abilities In addition to the abilities granted to specific paths, mythic characters can select from
the following path abilities when reaching a new mythic tier. These path abilities apply to all mythic
characters. Commune with Power Su: You can tap into your mythic nature to seek answers to the quandaries
you encounter in your adventures. Once per day, in a special ritual that requires you to spend 1 hour of
uninterrupted meditation, you can commune with the source of your power. This acts as the commune spell,
using your tier as your caster level. The source of your power may be limited in the knowledge it possesses or
can deliver, as decided upon by the GM. Display of Charisma Su: Display of Constitution Su: Display of
Dexterity Su: Display of Intelligence Su: Display of Strength Su: Display of Wisdom Su: Extra Mythic Feat
Ex: You gain an extra mythic feat. You can take this ability a number of times equal to half your mythic tier
minimum 1. Each time you do, you gain another mythic feat. Extra Mythic Power Su: You can call upon your
mythic power two additional times per day. You can select this ability up to three times. You gain a legendary
item. This item grants a number of abilities equal to your tier maximum 3. At 3rd tier, you can select this
ability again, increasing the maximum to six abilities and causing the item to become a lesser artifact. At 6th
tier, you can select this ability again, increasing the maximum to 10 abilities; the item then becomes a greater
artifact. Upon taking this ability, you can no longer die from old age. If you have penalties to your physical
ability scores due to aging, you no longer take those penalties. You still continue to age, and you gain all the
benefits to your mental ability scores. When you use the Craft skill to create an item, you double the progress
each check provides. Add your tier to any skill checks associated with making magic items. You can learn a
number of mythic spells equal to your tier and can expend mythic power when casting them to enhance the
results. To select a mythic spell, you must be able to cast the non-mythic version or have it on your list of
spells known. Every time you gain a new tier, you can select an additional mythic spell. You can take this
ability up to three times. Each additional time you take it, you can select an additional number of spells equal
to your tier and you gain one additional mythic spell whenever you gain a tier. Your mythic power is enough
to sustain you. You no longer need to eat, drink, or breathe to live. Pierce the Darkness Sp: You gain
permanent darkvision with a foot range, as the universal monster ability. If you possess darkvision, the range
increases by 60 feet. You have no alignment. You can become a member of any class, even one with an
alignment requirement, and can never lose your membership because of a change in alignment. If you violate
the code of ethics of any of your classes, you might still lose access to certain features of such classes, subject
to GM discretion. If a class restricts you from casting spells with an alignment descriptor, you can cast such
spells without restrictions or repercussions. Any effects that alter alignment have no effect on you. If you lose
this effect, you revert to your previous alignment. You can grant divine spells to those who follow your cause,
allowing them to select you as their deity for the purposes of determining their spells and domains. Select two
domains upon taking this ability. These domains must be alignment domains matching your alignment if
possible, unless your alignment is neutral. You grant access to these domains as if you were a deity. In
addition, you can cast spells from domains you grant as long as their level is equal to or less than your tier.
Each day as a spell-like ability, you can cast one spell of each level equal to or less than your tier selecting
from those available to you from your divine source domains. You can select this path ability up to six times.
Each time you do, it must apply to a different ability score. Few things in the world still inspire fear in you.
You are immune to all fear effects from non-mythic sources. Fear effects from mythic sources count as mythic
for the purposes of this ability. Diseases and poisons from mythic sources count as mythic for the purposes of
this ability. Your mythic destiny is guided by providence. Curses and compulsions from mythic sources count
as mythic for the purposes of this ability. Your senses are extraordinarily keen. Such effects from mythic
sources count as mythic for the purposes of this ability. If you have abilities or class features that require rest
before they can be regained, you can choose to regain them once per day by spending 1 hour in uninterrupted
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meditation. Once per day, you can temporarily change one decision made for one of your class features. This
change lasts for a number of minutes equal to your tier. For example, you could use this ability to change the
decision made with the arcane bond class feature, causing your bonded item to disappear along with all of its
bonuses and restrictions and a familiar to appear in its place. If the new ability is limited in its uses per day,
you receive half the normal number of uses minimum 1. When this ability ends, your previous choice returns
with the same number of uses as before you used this ability. When the effect ends, the previous spells return
and can be cast again. Your form is so stable that you become immune to non-mythic polymorph and
petrification effects. Polymorph and petrification from mythic sources count as mythic for the purposes of this
ability. The boundaries of the Material Plane mean little to you. You can plane shift once per day, using
double your tier as your caster level. You can take this ability twice. When you take it a second time, you can
use this ability three times per day. Your power unnerves ordinary mortals. By expending one use of mythic
power, you gain an effect similar to frightful presence, except that creatures are affected according to their tier
or rank, in the case of monsters instead of their Hit Dice. Non-mythic creatures that fail their saves are
panicked for 1 minute, and those that succeed are shaken for 1 minute. Creatures with a mythic tier or rank
equal to or less than your tier are unaffected if they succeed, and are shaken for 1 minute if they fail. Creatures
with a mythic tier or rank higher than yours are unaffected by your mythic presence. This ability lasts for 1
minute and has a range of 30 feet. When you take this ability, you gain blindsense out to a range of 30 feet.
The second time you take it, you can see illusions and magical deceptions for what they truly are, as if using
true seeing. If this ability is dispelled, you can resume it as a free action. You can understand and speak any
language, as the tongues spell.
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Arcane Blast Mythic Prerequisite: When you use Arcane Blast , you may halve the damage dice to also
perform your choice of either a trip or bull rush combat maneuver against the target of the blast. You gain a
bonus on your combat maneuver check for this attempt equal to half the spell level of the spell you sacrificed
when using Arcane Blast , and you can substitute your Intelligence or Charisma modifier in place of your
Strength modifier when determining your combat maneuver bonus. In addition, you can expend one use of
mythic power to change the damage dice of your Arcane Blast to d8s instead of d6s. Arcane Shield Mythic
Prerequisite: You add half your tier to the deflection bonus granted to your AC when you use your Arcane
Shield. You can expend one use of mythic power when using this feat to extend the duration to a number of
rounds equal to your tier. Arcane Strike Mythic Prerequisite: Whenever you use Arcane Strike to enhance your
weapons, the effect lasts for 1 minute instead of 1 round. Ascendant Spell Metamagic You have learned how
to emulate mythic spells using non-mythic forces. You can modify a spell to imitate the mythic version of that
spell. Aspect of the Beast Mythic Your blood burns with savage fury, giving you bestial powers and abilities.
Aspect of the Beast. Your bestial nature manifests itself in one of the following ways. If you have normal
vision, you gain darkvision 30 feet. If you have low-light vision, you gain darkvision 60 feet. If you have
darkvision, the range of your darkvision increases by 30 feet plus 10 feet per tier. You grow a pair of powerful
claws. If you already have claws, the damage they deal increases by one die type d4s become d6s, d3s become
d4s, and so on. You can make a running jump without needing to run 10 feet beforehand. These bonuses stack
with those gained from the wild instinct manifestation of Aspect of the Beast. The bonus on Climb and Swim
skill checks from Athletic increases by 2. In addition, you can expend one use of mythic power to treat a
Climb or Swim check as if you had rolled a natural You must decide to use this ability before making the roll.
Augment Summoning Mythic Prerequisite: Any creature you summon using a summon spell is considered
mythic for the purpose of interacting with other mythic creatures. Bleeding Critical Mythic Prerequisite:
Bleeding Critical , Critical Focus mythic. The bleed damage dealt with Bleeding Critical increases by your
tier. Any magical healing ends the bleed damage normally. You can expend one use of mythic power to deal 1
Con bleed, in addition to the hit point bleed damage you deal with this feat. This effect increases by 1 for each
additional use of mythic power you expend. As a swift action, you can expend one use of mythic power to
ignore all miss chances due to concealment or total concealment for a number of rounds equal to your tier.
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Donations What is MythicMobs? MythicMobs allows server administrators to fully modify all attributes of
monsters on your server, and even create your own mobs, bosses, and other many other fun mob-related
things. It gives you full control over how mobs behave, from simply increasing their HP and damage to giving
mobs a vast arsenal of new abilities with a powerful and simple scripting system. Your custom mobs can then
replace vanilla mobs, be spawned randomly using numerous types of spawn controls, or you can set up custom
mob spawners that activate under certain conditions or by commands. It is an absolute essential for every RPG
server. To sum it up, Mythic Mobs gives you control over and access to: Modifying all mob attributes such as
health, damage, speed, follow and combat range. Allowing mobs to use custom sounds, particles, and special
effects. Setting equipment and creating custom items with attributes and drop tables. Change how damage
affects mobs so they can be immune to drowning, take half damage from arrows, be healed by fire, etc.
Creating powerful custom Mob Spawners to spawn your Mythic Mobs at specific locations, with optional
timers, conditions, attributes, cooldowns, etc! Set your custom mobs and bosses up to spawn randomly in
different areas of the world, based on any number of conditions you can specify. You can replace natural
spawns completely! Allow mobs to scale in level and increase in power based on where and how they
spawned, having scaled health, damage, and more abilities as they level! Allow mobs to use Threat Tables,
granting increased power and control over their targeting behaviors and causing mobs to behave more like
those in RPGs. Let zombies open doors, have friendly skeleton guards that fight skeletons from other mob
factions, and more! Allow mobs to be a part of factions! Works with the previously mentioned AI Controls so
you can have mobs that will fight other factions of mobs, help players, and more! Integration with
LibsDisguises allows any mob to look like anything. Integration with a wide variety of popular plugins! Much
more to come!
6: Myth - Wikipedia
Today's Maya Myth Moment-Yelling Fire In A Crowded Movie House. Dr. John Hoopes from the University of Kansas is
celebrating a birthday today, but he's also the subject of our Maya Myth Moment and talking about what might happen
on Dec. 21, because there is so much hype and anticipation that's been built up about the upcoming day.
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, James Daniel Hardy, Baseball and the mythic moment: how we remember the national game, page Had Pesky nailed
Enos Slaughter in the Series, his throw home would have become a mythic moment.

8: Homepage - MYTH LIVE - ST. PAUL, MN
The moment a character gains her first mythic tier is called the moment of ascension (or simply ascension) and is
usually concurrent with an extraordinary event. Generally speaking, the GM determines this event, which has many
implications on the story of the character.

9: Moment of Craving | RIVALS OF IXALAN Visual Spoiler
Today's Maya Myth Moment features Dr. Barb MacLeod talking about the differences in the use of descriptions about
destruction in the Maya creation stories of the Popol Vuh and how they're different in stone monuments.
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